


WHO ARE WE:

We are DB2 Vision  | 3 man start-up of industrial camera specialists

In June 2019, after nearly 3.5 years of development, we were proud to 

introduce LaQuinta. 

A revolutionary multispectral hybrid sensor camera for Precision Agriculture to 

identify crop stress before the human eye can detect it

LaQuinta is the most fully featured, yet lowest cost Multispectral AG-Tech 

camera in the world

OUR GOAL:

Developing high-tech yet low-cost equipment to become financially accessible 

to every individual farmer or agronomist. 

OUR VISION:

Enabling the farmer to maximize its crop output while using the minimum 

amount of resources!

IGNO BREUKERS
Executive Director & Co-Founder

WELCOME



PROBLEM
(Example: Vineyard)

1. This image is generally what a farmer sees when

he works his land

- Hard to observe localized issues

- Time consuming

- Some underlying problems are not visible to the naked eye

2.  This image is what a farmer can see flying his land 

with a drone and normal camera

- Less time to observe your land

- But..

No clear signs of crop stress and vigor

3. This image is what a farmer can see when flying

with complex, expensive multispectral technology

- Easy to identify problem areas

- Treat during the season, not after

- Dramatically improve crop output and save valuable resources



SOLUTION
Aided by the impressive rise of UAVs the field of Precision Agriculture is growing exponentially

DB2 Vision has spectacularly overcome the problem of:

- the price of the (imaging) equipment needed

- the complexity of its use.. 

Mass Adoption

Simply the Lowest Cost Multispectral UAV sensor for Agriculture in the World.. By Far. 

Pricing

Whether UAV, Tractor or any other vehicle;

LaQuinta functions without dependency on its carrier; Anyplace, Anytime, Anywhere 

System Agnostic

No more suffering from compatibility anxiety! 

LaQuinta is made to be compatible with all commonly used SW packages in the market.

Multi-compatible



OPPORTUNI

TY
(Example:  China Market)

World’s #1 UAV manufacturer: 70+% of all UAVs worldwide. 

Crop Spraying Drones are widely accepted and subsidized by central and local governments

8% of world’s total arable land, feeding about 21% of the global population.

Total crop production output: 1 Billion USD (RMB 6 Billion)

Annual loss of 24 million tons of crops due to pests and diseases (2016)

300% higher usage of pesticides than other important crop producing countries

The effects of China’s implementation of crop spraying drones:

A spraying drone can cover 50x more land per hour than manual spraying

While saving 60% of liquid crop protection products compared to manual spraying over-application.

STILL.. 

60% does not overcome the 300% overspraying

 Localized spot spraying will!



LaQuinta vs 

Competition



SIOUX 

Technology



YUNEE

C

Worldwide Sales Network

New Agricultural Solution

Unrivalled Proposition with LaQuinta

Direct Sales Indirect Sales

Large Agricultural Projects through

Sioux / WUAVF / TusPark a.o.

Sales direct through DB2 customers


